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ABSTRACT The connectivity of undersea sensors and airborne nodes across the water–air interface has
been long sought. This study designs a free-space wireless laser communications system that yields a high
net data rate of 850 Mbit/s when perfectly aligned. This system can also be used for an extended coverage
of 1963 cm2 at the receiver while sustaining a net data rate of 9 Mbit/s over 10 m. The utility of this
system was verified for direct communications across the water–air interface in a canal of the Red Sea
based on a pre-aligned link as well as a diving pool under a mobile signal-searching mode. The canal
deployment measured a real-time data rate of 87 Mbit/s when pre-aligned in turbid water over 50 min, which
confirms the system robustness in harsh water environments. In the pool deployment, a drone configured
with a photodetector flew over the surface of the water and recorded the underwater signals without a
structure-assisted alignment. Using a four-quadrature amplitude-modulated orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing (4-QAM-OFDM) modulation scheme provided a net data rate of 44 Mbit/s over a 2.3-m
underwater and 3.5-m air link. The results validated the link stability and mitigated problems that arise
from misalignment and mobility in harsh environments, which paves the way for future field applications.

INDEX TERMS Underwater communication, optical modulation, wireless communications, water-to-air
communications, cross-medium communications, mobility.

I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of the Internet of Underwater Things (IoUT) was
proposed in 2012 to satisfy the demands of underwater com-
munication networks [1]. The wide, license-free bandwidth
and low energy consumption in such environments promote
the consideration of underwater wireless optical communi-
cation (UWOC) as a transformative technology compared
with conventional marine acoustic and radio-frequency (RF)
technologies for high-speed communication activities in the
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IoUT. Verifications of the UWOC physical layer are pro-
gressing rapidly [2], with multiple Gbit/s-level UWOC links
reported in laboratory studies [3]–[8]. Beyond investigations
under ideal laboratory environments, researchers have con-
sidered the effects of various natural underwater processes on
the performance of UWOC links. Bubbles [9], waves [10],
aquatic life [11], water turbidity [12], and oceanic turbu-
lence [13] all degrade communication performance inUWOC
by altering the path of light propagation and by inducing
misalignment.

The difficulty of obtaining precise position, acquisi-
tion, and tracking (PAT) information in submerged oceanic
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FIGURE 1. (a) Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) bench-aligned UWOC system (from [14]), (b) Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) & National University of Singapore (NUS) rope-aligned UWOC system (from [15]), (c) MIT swimmer-aligned UWOC system
(from [16]), (d) MIT framework-aligned UWOC system (from [12]).

environments hampers undersea missions when using optical
light. To address this problem, various structure-assisted pre-
alignment methods have been used in UWOC field demon-
strations [12], [14]–[16], which have yielded data rates that
range from several kbit/s to a few Mbit/s, as summarized
in Fig. 1. Regardless of these field trials, the cumbersome
alignment structures and low dataset exfiltration rates limit
the practicality of such links. Researchers are pursuing the
complementary goals of both relieving the alignment require-
ments and increasing the data throughput of undersea optical
communication links. One of the target applications of these
links, which is considered in this study, is direct optical
transmission through the water-air interface for connectivity
between undersea and airborne vehicles.

Direct communication across the water–air interface has
been a long sought but challenging achievement. Conven-
tional acoustic waves [17] mostly reflect off the water
surface without transmitting, whereas RF waves rapidly
decay in water because of their high attenuation [18]. State-
of-the-art workarounds for this problem have been pro-
posed in [10] using relay assets [19], surfacing, integrated
acoustic RF wireless systems (translational acoustic RF
(TARF) communications, MIT, 2019) [20], and line-of-
sight (LOS) optical links [7], [21], [22]. However, relay

and surfacing involve large signal delays and security con-
cerns, respectively, while TARF suffers from low data rates
(400 bit/s). Furthermore, LOS optical links are vulnerable
due to the difficulty of maintaining PAT. New system con-
figurations that improve anti-jamming capabilities [12] are
also in demand. King Abdullah University of Science &
Technology’s (KAUST) Photonics Laboratory recently
developed a 110 Mbit/s diffuse-line-of-sight (diffuse-LOS)
optical communication link across a wavy water–air interface
that showed good coverage and was resilient to misalign-
ment [10]. Fig. 2 compares the limitations in the perfor-
mances of different schemes for communications across the
water–air interface.

Despite their promising laboratory results, the above links
require further investigation in actual ocean environments
to determine their practicality. In this study, a laser-based,
diffuse-LOS optical communication link is designed with a
wide coverage of ∼1963 cm2 at a data rate of 9 Mbit/s, a
high speed of 850 Mbit/s when perfectly aligned, and a long
transmission distance of 10 m in free space. The practical
implementation of this link was tested in a canal of the Red
Sea, which features high water turbidity and large waves. The
communication performance was measured over 50 min at a
rate of 87 Mbit/s at 1.5 m below the water and 1 m in the air
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given the in-situ water quality. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first sea trial of a communication system of this
kind across a wavy water–air interface. While typical optical
links are constrained to operate between local terminals, our
proposed linkwas also verified over amobile signal searching
mode using a drone-mounted photodetector. A net data rate
of 44 Mbit/s with a transmission length at 2.3 m underwa-
ter and 3.5 m in the air was achieved for communications
between fixed underwater nodes and mobile airborne nodes.
Collectively, these results reflect impressive performance for
direct communications across a wavy water–air interface in a
mobile signal search mode.

II. DESIGN OF FREE-SPACE LABORATORY SYSTEM
The proposed diffuse-LOS link design is shown in Fig. 2(e),
which uses a divergent laser diode (LD) beam. There is an
inherent tradeoff between the overall coverage area in air
and the power density at the receiver plane. The divergence
angle of the laser, θe, and its divergence angle in air, θr ,
are related through Snell’s law. As the water has a higher

FIGURE 2. Available methods for direct/indirect communications across
the wate–air interface, including (a) relays, (b) surfacing, (c) translational
acoustic RF (TARF), (d) LOS optical links, and (e) the proposed laser-based
diffuse-LOS link.

refractive index, the divergence in the air is larger than that
underwater when assuming a flat interface. In the presence
of waves, a narrow beam randomly diverges and the signal
is lost. However, a divergent initial beam has an improved
stability in this case. It is noted that within the divergence
angle of the beam, some light rays could not penetrate through
the water-air interface when the incident angle θi is greater
than the critical angle θc for total internal reflection (TIR).
The coverage and light rays of such links could be mod-
eled and calculated based on the divergence angle of the
laser beam, transmission distance, and Snell’s laws with a
surface model. The surface models include the Boussinesq
equations and Korteweg-de Vries equation (KdV) for shallow
water [23] and Stokes’ wave theory applied for intermediate
and deeper waters [24]. Deep water is defined as depths
that are much larger than the wave period. A comprehensive
simulation study previously analyzed the coverage and light
intensity for a communication link from air-to-water across
a wavy water-air interface [25]. However, additional power
loss caused by TIR should be considered for light beams that
propagate fromwater to air. Moreover, the beam expands as it
travels from water to air, which is unlike the case considered
in [25]. Our focus here is to experimentally demonstrate
the water-to-air link and validate its practicality in realistic
scenarios.

The comparatively low attenuation coefficient of blue-
green light in water [11] allowed using a white-light laser
(SaNoor Technologies, SNWL-3A) with a short-pass filter
(SPF) (cut-off wavelength of 500 nm) as the transmitter.
Fig. 3 shows the basic properties of the transmitter. The light–
output–current–voltage (L–I–V ) curve of the phosphor-
converted white-light laser is shown in Fig. 3(a). A driving
current of 0.57 A was injected into the laser diode to bias
it in the linear region. Fig. 3(b) shows the spectrum of the

FIGURE 3. (a) L–I–V characteristics of the phosphor-converted white
laser, (b) optical spectrum of the white light laser with a driving current
of 570 mA with/without a 500 nm short-pass filter (SPF), (c) beam shape
and power distribution of the laser, and (d) illumination distribution at a
distance of 10 m.
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white-light laser with and without the 500-nm SPF. It is
evident from the 450-nm peak in the laser spectrum without
the SPF that the white light was generated from a 450-nm
excitation laser and a broadband emission phosphor. The
sudden drop in intensity at 500 nm in the spectrum with
the SPF shows that it blocked the out-band light. As shown
in Fig. 3(c), the laser had a circular beam with a Gaussian
distribution for illumination power both vertically and hori-
zontally. This circularly symmetric beam profile led to an eas-
ier signal search in the deployed photodetector, which could
detect the signal in air from any direction. Fig. 3(d) shows the
power distribution of the beam with the SPF at a transmission
distance of 10 m, where a circular illumination area with a
diameter of ∼50 cm was formed at a divergence angle of 2.9
degrees. A maximum light intensity of 11.2 µW/cm2 was
recorded at the center of the coverage, indicating a weak light
detection capability.

Fig. 4 shows the frequency response of the diode laser
after propagating 10 m. The photodetector used to measure
the frequency response was an APD210 (Menlo Systems, -
3 dB bandwidth: 1 GHz, and spectral responsivity: 5 A/W at
450 nm). With the SPF, the bandwidth of the diode laser was
significantly enhanced to over 1 GHz, compared with a few
tens of MHz without the SPF. This can be explained by the
slow phosphor conversion caused by the long lifetime of its
excitation state, which is usually on the order of microsec-
onds. As a result, the bandwidth of the phosphor-associated
laser is limited to a few MHz in unfiltered systems [26].
Therefore, we installed the SPF before the diode laser in the
system design.

FIGURE 4. The frequency response of the entire system as measured at a
transmission distance of 10 m under different driving currents with
(w/)/without (w/o) a 500-nm SPF.

Fig. 5 shows the experimental setup of the laser and
the avalanche photodetector (APD)-based 10-m diffuse-
LOS communication system. To simultaneously maxi-
mize the achievable data rates and enhance the resiliency
to channel uncertainty, amplitude-modulated orthogonal
frequency-division multiplexing (QAM-OFDM) modulated
signals were utilized in the system. Furthermore, our previous
studies [10] indicated that the low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
requirements and the ability to mitigate intersymbol interfer-
ence (ISI) can be achieved using lower order QAM-OFDM

FIGURE 5. Experimental setup of the laser and APD-based wide coverage
10-m diffuse-LOS communication system. AWG: arbitrary waveform
generator; AMP: amplifier; ATT: attenuator; PS: power supply; APD:
avalanche photodetector; and MSO: mixed-signal oscilloscope.

modulation schemes based on three key performance matri-
ces: data rates, robustness against waves, and communica-
tion coverage. In this system, the QAM-OFDM modulations
with a high spectral efficiency were generated offline in
MATLAB and uploaded to an arbitrary waveform generator
(AWG, Tektronix AWG70002A). The amplitude of the signal
output from the AWG was 0.5 V. The parameters of the
QAM-OFDM signals used in this study are given in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Main parameters of the diffuse-LOS system using QAM-OFDM.

The net data rates listed in Table 1 exclude the effects of
the cyclic prefix (CP), forward error correction (FEC) over-
head of 7%, and training symbols for channel equalization.
The signals were then transmitted through a 25-dB amplifier
(AMP, Mini-Circuits ZHL-6A+) and a key-press variable
attenuator (ATT, KT2.5-60/1S-2S). The ATT was used to
adjust the amplitude of the signals to be within the linear
operating regime of the laser. Following this, the signals
were superimposed with a direct current (DC) of 570 mA
on the laser using a bias tee (Bias-T, Tektronix PSPL5580).
For consistency with empirical systems deployed underwater,
the laser tested in this stage was mounted in a sealed laser
capsule. An APD (Thorlabs APD430A2/M, -3 dB band-
width of 400 MHz, and spectral responsivity of 32 A/W at
450 nm) was 10 m from the transmitter with a focusing lens
(LA1027-A) mounted on a slide rail to scan the signal cov-
erage. The signal was output to a mixed-signal oscilloscope
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FIGURE 6. (a) Waveform, (b) spectrum, and (c) constellation map (bit
error ratio (BER) of 2.747 × 10−3) of the captured 976-Mbit/s
16-QAM-OFDM signal at a transmission distance of 10 m.

(MSO, Tektronix DPO72004C) after filtering the DC com-
ponent using a DC block. The APD430A2 was used because
it has a significantly higher responsivity at 450 nm than
the APD210 used to measure the bandwidth. The higher
responsivity offered a larger SNR, which is more suitable for
underwater deployment in dynamic environments.

A maximum gross data rate of 976 Mbit/s was achieved
when aligned and using the 16-QAM-OFDM modulation.
Fig. 6(a) shows thewaveform of the capturedOFDM signal in
the time domain and Fig. 6(b) shows the corresponding spec-
trum in the frequency domain. The scales of the vertical and
horizontal axes are given in the figure. As shown in Fig. 6(b),
the signal occupied a bandwidth of 244MHz. Fig. 6(c) shows
the constellation diagram of the received signal, indicating a
bit error ratio (BER) of 2.747× 10−3.
We employed a 4-QAM-OFDM modulation scheme to

investigate the maximum coverage of the system, which
requires a lower SNR than other higher-order QAM-OFDM
schemes. The data capacity of this system with the 4-QAM-
OFDM was first tested by measuring the BERs against the
data rates when aligned. As shown in Fig. 7(a), a maximum
data rate of 900 Mbit/s with a BER below the FEC limit
(3.8 × 10−3) was obtained using the 4-QAM-OFDM. The
insets (i), (ii), and (iii) of Fig. 7(a) show the constellations for
the gross data rates of 500, 700, and 900 Mbit/s, respectively.
It is seen that more convergent constellations occurred at
the lower data rates. We then measured the coverage of the
data capacity for the 4-QAM-OFDM modulated system. The
APDmoved from the aligned to off-aligned positions in steps
of 2.5 cm using a slide rail. The BERs at different positions
were measured as a reference to determine the coverage of
the system at specific data rates.

As observed in Fig. 7(b), alignment was required for gross
data rates above 700 Mbit/s to ensure that the BERs were
lower than the FEC limit. However, for gross data rates
below 700 Mbit/s, the system began to tolerate misalign-
ments. Moreover, the coverage increased with smaller data

FIGURE 7. (a) BERs vs. gross data rates using a 4-QAM-OFDM at the
aligned position with a transmission distance of 10 m. Insets (i), (ii),
and (iii) are the constellations for gross data rates of 500, 700, and
900 Mbit/s, respectively. (b) The BERs vs. misalignment for different gross
data rates (10, 50, 100, 300, 500, 700, and 900 Mbit/s) with a
transmission distance of 10 m using the 4-QAM-OFDM.

rates. For a gross data rate of 10 Mbit/s, a misalignment
of 25 cm is still acceptable with a corresponding BER of
3.05×10−3. The circular symmetry of the power distribution
for the beam provided a coverage of ∼1963 cm2 at this data
rate. Similarly, coverages at all data rates were calculated and
are summarized in Fig. 8.

FIGURE 8. The respective coverages for different gross data rates (10, 50,
100, 300, and 500 Mbit/s) with a transmission distance of 10 m using the
4-QAM-OFDM. Gross data rates of 700 Mbit/s and above require strict
alignment to ensure effective communication links.

III. PRE-ALIGNED DEPLOYMENT IN RED SEA CANAL
To investigate the performance of the proposed system for
communications across the water–air interface, we deployed
it in the Red Sea for in-ocean testing at a canal facil-
ity at KAUST. The measurements were made at 6:00 PM,
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FIGURE 9. Location of the in-ocean testing for communications across
the water–air interface at a canal facility at KAUST.

onNovember 20, 2019, GMT+3 at the testing location shown
in Fig. 9. The satellite photo indicates that the water turbidity
in the canal and the harbor was much higher than that of the
open ocean.

Our experimental configuration to deploy the proposed
communication system in a canal of the Red Sea across the
water–air interface is shown in Fig. 10(a). The photodetector
was mounted on a slide rail 1 m above the water surface.
Fig. 10(b) shows a photo of the underwater transmitter cap-
sule, whichwas fixedwith four ropes placed close to the canal
wall. The divergent optical beam was sent upwards through
a transparent acrylic window. We also measured the real-
time water quality to determine the attenuation per unit length
(parameter c) over time, as shown in Fig. 10(c). This was done
using a WET Labs ACS hyper-spectral spectrophotometer
at the same depth as the laser. Water was passed through
the two tubes of the ACS using a submerged pump. The
ACS instrument provided rates for spectral absorption and
attenuation at 81 wavelengths from 400 to 740 nm. This
method has been previously used to measure the inherent
optical properties (IOPs) of the Red Sea [27]. We recorded

FIGURE 10. (a) Field apparatus for communications across the water–air
interface in a turbid canal. The photodetector is mounted on a slide rail,
with a height of 1 m above the water surface, (b) the photo of the laser
capsule is immersed into the canal water at a depth of 1.5 m, and
(c) real-time water quality measurement system.

the communication performance and water quality at a wave-
length of 450 nm for 50 min.

A simulation was performed to theoretically analyze the
system. Assuming the received intensity in free space is Io,
the intensity in the water-to-air configuration (assuming the
free-space attenuation is negligible) is attenuated by a factor
of exp(−cdw), where c is the attenuation coefficient and dw is
the traveled distance in water (1.5 m). The signal amplitude
is directly proportional to the intensity through the respon-
sivity and the load resistance, and the SNR is proportional
to the square of the amplitude. If we assume the SNR of the
free-space link (c = 0) is SNRo, the SNR in the water-to-air
link is expressed as:

SNR = SNRo(e−cdw )2. (1)

For 4-QAM signals, the symbol error probability is given
by [28]:

Ps = 2Q(
√
SNR)− Q2(

√
SNR). (2)

where Q(·) is the Gaussian Q-function, and the BER is
approximated by dividing Ps by log2 4 = 2 when assuming
Gray coding. Fig. 11 shows the simulated BER for different
SNRo values.

FIGURE 11. The simulated BER for different SNRo values against the
water attenuation coefficient for 50 min.

The results of the in-situ water quality measurements and
communications experiment during the field trial are summa-
rized in Fig. 12. The average attenuation coefficient from the
canal water was 0.8m−1, which suggests that water in the Red
Sea canal at this testing spot was Jerlov Harbor I water [29].
In this study, a 4-QAM-OFDM signal with a gross data rate
of 100Mbit/s (net: 87 Mbit/s) was transmitted, which is com-
patible with the requirements of 8K video. The transmitter
capsule was 1.5 m underwater, and the receiver was in the air
1 m above the water surface. Moving the photodetector with a
slide rail allowed aligning it with the underwater transmitter.
Continuously moving waves and varying attenuation coeffi-
cients led to a fluctuating amplitude for the received signal
from a small signal amplitude (SSA) to a medium signal
amplitude (MSA) and a large signal amplitude (LSA).

As LSA signals have a higher SNR than MSA and SSA,
these were assumed to deliver the most reliable performance.
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FIGURE 12. The in-situ 100 Mbit/s communication performance and the
corresponding attenuation coefficients recorded for a period of
50 minutes.

This is was verified in Fig. 12, where the LSA signals
always ensured an error-free, 100-Mbit/s (gross) communi-
cation link. Compared with LSA signals, the MSA signals
provided a communication link with BERs in the range of
10−5–10−4, which is below the FEC limit. In contrast, SSA
signals exhibited unstable communication performance. The
BERs from 20–40 min were below the FEC limit while the
others were higher. This means that 50% of the transmission
corresponded to a communication outage for the SSA signals,
indicating the lost data packets would need to be re-sent
in empirical scenarios. This led to an effective gross data
rate of 83.3 Mbit/s (considering that SSA signals occurred
as frequently as the others). This is attributed to the effects
of variations in the water environment and waves. The ten-
dency of BERs for SSA signals was similar to changes in
the attenuation coefficient and simulated BERs, while the
deviations are attributed to surface waves. This suggests that
our experimental results verified the correctness of the system
design.

Collectively, the in-ocean performance was achieved at a
high water turbidity and current, and the waves posed signifi-
cant challenges to communications across the water–air inter-
face. An error-free link with a gross data rate of 100 Mbit/s
was implemented by collecting and decoding LSA signals.
These results show that diffuse-LOS optical wireless links
can be used as an alternative to direct communications across
water–air interfaces.

IV. DEPLOYMENT OF MOBILE SIGNAL SEARCH IN
DIVING POOL
We tested our hardware in a diving pool at KAUST in Saudi
Arabia to examine the system performance in a mobile signal
search mode. The attenuation coefficient of the pool water
was 0.37 m−1, and the water was relatively calm. These
parameters suggest that water in the diving pool was Jerlov
coastal water [29]. To avoid optical power attenuation due
to phosphor, we directly used a blue laser diode instead of a
white laser with a 500-nm SPF. The blue laser with a thermo-
electric cooler (TEC) set was mounted in a sealed capsule
and sent the optical beam through a clear acrylic end-cap.

The signal and power of the laser were injected through a
5-m coaxial RF cable and a 5-m power cable, respectively.
The APD was mounted on a drone with a 10-m coaxial
RF-cable to transmit the received signal to the MSO. Two
compact batteries were combined and mounted on the drone
to power the APD. The drone flew over the water surface
with coarse positioning to record the signal. A gross data rate
of 50 Mbit/s (net: 44 Mbit/s) with the 4-QAM-OFDM signal
was transmitted using this system.

FIGURE 13. (a) A photograph of the drone-aided pool deployment
apparatus, (b) APD430A2/M receiver mounted on a drone, and (c)
transmitter laser mounted in the capsule.

Fig. 13(a) shows a photograph of the deployed system. The
depth of the underwater transmitter was 2.3 m, and it sent a
divergent optical beam upwards. After propagating through
the water, water–air interface, and air, the signal was captured
by an APD mounted on the drone, which hovered 3.5 m
above the water and was controlled from onshore. Fig. 13(b)
shows a photograph of the drone, which was a DJIMATRICE
100 with a maximum takeoff weight of 3.6 kg. The drone
itself weighed 2.355 kg, which left 1.245 kg for the payload.
Thus, a compact power-saving photodetector was required.
Furthermore, the accuracies of the vertical and horizontal
hovering based on a global positioning system (GPS) were
0.5 m and 2.5 m, respectively [30], which means that only
coarse positioning was achieved by the system. The drone
only has a short hover time of 17 min, so easy signal detection
in the presence of drone mobility is essential. The drone
was piloted by the operator in the Position Mode, which
means that the drone actively braked, leveled, and was locked
to a 3D spatial position to compensate for wind and other
disturbances [31]. The pilot visually localized the laser beam
and navigated and hovered the drone over the beam to allow
for communications between the laser and sensor. Fig. 13(c)
shows a photograph of the laser in the capsule as installed
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FIGURE 14. (a) Spectrum of the captured 4-QAM-OFDM signal from the
drone with a transmission distance of 2.3 m underwater and 3.5 m in the
air, and (b) constellation diagram of the captured 4-QAM-OFDM signal
from the drone showing a BER of 3.6 × 10−3.

using a frame. Iron weights were used to help sink and
stabilize the capsule in the water.

Fig. 14(a) shows the spectrum of the captured 4-QAM-
OFDM signal where the occupied bandwidth was 25 MHz.
The link-related limitations caused the attenuation in the
high-frequency subcarriers to gradually increase, which can
be explained from water attenuation and link misalign-
ment. Fig. 14(b) shows the constellation diagram of the
received signal, which indicates a BER of 3.6×10−3. There-
fore, we successfully implemented a compact, power-saving,
structure-assisted, and alignment-free communication link
across the water–air interface in the presence of receiver
mobility.

V. CONCLUSION
This paper designed and tested a high-speed system for
direct communications across a water–air interface featuring
requirements related to alignment and user mobility. The
system implemented a 10-m free-space diffuse-LOS optical
wireless communication link with a large coverage area of
∼1963 cm2 at a gross data rate of 10 Mbit/s. A high data
rate of 850 Mbit/s was achieved when perfectly aligned.
The utility of the system was proven from a series of field
trials and was deployed in a Red Sea canal to test its
real-time communication performance over 50 min. Thus,
the system exhibits strong robustness in harsh underwater
environments. Furthermore, a drone-aided diving pool trial
showed that the system can facilitate a 44-Mbit/s direct
and mobile communication link over a transmission distance
of 2.3 m under water and 3.5 m in air, which was free of
structure-assisted alignment. The results suggest that QAM-
OFDM-modulated diffuse-LOS optical links, which feature
large signal coverage, can overcome the ISI from channel
uncertainty and is favorable in harsh environments for stable
communications. Such harsh environments could include tur-
bulent underwater/atmospheric channels and communication
links comprised of mobile nodes. One application is a direct
communication across the water–air interface in the presence
of surface waves and mobility. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first field demonstration of direct wireless optical
communications across a water–air interface with the highest

data rate ever reported in the literature. Our future research in
this area will feature more and varied field trials.
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